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1. Choose appropriate glass baluster for straight or stair application.

2. Measure the opening from post to post to determine length of baluster rail section.  Cut top and 
bottom 2x4 rails to appropriate length.  

3. Place top and bottom 2x4 rails side by side for accurate placement of Fortress Glass Balusters.  Cut a 
4” block   of 2x4 to use in measuring and creating the necessary 4” on-center gap.  Mark a point at the 
center of top and bottom 2x4 rails.  Place one end of the 4” block on the center point and mark your 
fastener point on other end of 4” block.  Continue this through both ends of top and bottom rails.

4. Fasten Mounting Clip to top and bottom rails at marked points using the screws provided and a 
cordless drill.

5. Attach top rail to support posts on each end using Fortress Nylon Rail Bracket (sold separately).

6. Set each glass baluster into top rail Mounting Clips by placing provided bolt through holes on each 
side of  Mounting Clip and hole in the glass baluster.

7. Once all glass balusters are set in top rail Mounting Clips, set the bottom rail by aligning and attaching 
the glass balusters and bottom rail Mounting Clips.  Attach glass balusters into bottom rail Mounting 
Clips with the same process as used for the top rail.

8. Attach bottom rail to support posts on each end using Fortress Rail Bracket (sold separately).

9. Attach cap rail as desired for finished appearance.

10. Repeat process for each railing section.

Installation Instructions
Instructions d d'installation / Instrucciones de instalación


